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Day by day our team works hard in the best interests of 
our clients to make the impossible possible and to achieve 
the desired result. we look, we listen, we seek advice, we 
discuss, and finally we do. “how could you make this hap-
pen?” our customers are wondering. “this must be some 
magic!” No. it is not magic. it is EuroPack.

the deep knowledge of business processes and interna-
tional experience guide EuroPack. Our commercial ap-
proach is one of the advantages we apply on a daily basis: 
our recommendations keep pace with production aspects 
of our clients, and we base our activity on the clients’ busi-
ness needs. 

we are focused on establishing strong, continuous and 
long-term relationship with our clients to be able to predict 
the client’s requests and at the same time react quickly. 
Deep knowledge of the industry and the client’s needs help 
us to fulfill the customers’ requests properly in a wide range 
of issues, including meeting the needs related to the vol-
ume of production, time and way of delivery, etc.

we can say that we work together with our customers.  
And we call such cooperation a partnership. this partner-
ship as well as coordination of actions and permanent con-

tacts with our foreign representatives helps us to improve 
our products and services all the time.

Our strengths that our customers emphasize include mar-
ket knowledge, responsibility, individual approach, experi-
enced team, competence, proved reputation, experience 
of international cooperation, focus on innovation and effi-
ciency. 

Our mission is to be a congruent company at the right time 
and right moment when our action plan and goals meet the 
clients’ expectations, when they are needed and help our 
clients to grow, to expand and to succeed. Our goal is to 
provide clients with the steady and secured existence on 
the market, increase in competitiveness and further sus-
tainable growth.

Welcome to EuroPack!

Boris Malyovanyy, CEO

why  
EuroPack 
Dear friends,

Deep knowledge of industry  
and customer’s needs help us  
to fulfill the customers’ requests 
properly.”
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history
Those who make their future are able to see what is awaiting 
them. 

“Euro Pack Ukraine” started its activity in 2002 and since then it has 
grown into a company with strong and solid team able to generate new 
ideas, find solutions, and solve problems related to woodworking, production 
of timber, wooden packaging and wooden fabricated parts, as well as wood 
products for storage and transportation of our clients’ products.

By 2010 the company has become one of the biggest manufacturers of potato and 
fruit containers in ukraine.

Currently, “Euro Pack Ukraine” company is one of the leading companies 
on the market of production of pallets, wooden fabricated parts and timber.  
“Euro Pack Ukraine” successfully exports its products to various countries of the world.
 

strong and solid team able  
to generate new ideas and find  
right solutions”

2002 2003 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2012 2013

Establishing  
of the company.  
Purchase 
of the first 
equipment and 
start of wooden 
fabricated parts 
production

Creation of the 
Pallet Production 

Department

increase in production 
capacity

Purchase  
of modern  

equipment,  
opening of 

representative 
office in Germany

Increase  
in deliveries 
to Europe 

increase in 
production 

output by eight 
times

Entrance to the 
market of Asian 

countries

Opening  
of additional 
warehouses

First delivery 
to Europe

Opening of a new 
line related  
to the production  
of containers
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Each business is different, as well as sellers and cus-
tomers are. industrial and technological processes going 
along with certain business processes are also different. 
the product that is perfect for one customer may not re-
spond to another customer’s wishes and needs. For this 
reason, we follow the principle of a custom-tailored ap-

proach taking into consideration the needs and particular-
ities of the client, and give appropriate exclusive recom-
mendations. we can make fast analysis of the customer’s 
needs and implement the customer’s technical design 
specification adjusting our manufacturing processes si-
multaneously.

we adjust production process  
in accordance with the  
particularities of the customer’s 
business”

tailor made  
solutions
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EuroPack is constantly monitoring the market and analy-
ses the processes being in progress in the market. Every 
day we improve ourselves from the inside, try to follow 
the trends imposed by the market. wherever we are, we 
always study particularities of any production. ultimately, 
it helps us to speak the same professional language with 

the customers and fulfill the undertaken responsibilities 
meeting client’s expectations. Our investment is an in-
vestment to ourselves that is finally an investment into 
the business of our client. And our experience and qual-
ity represent our asset shared with our customer in the 
daily work.

we improve ourselves  
all the time and follow  
the market”

Conception
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The study and analysis of new technologies and 
their further implementation is a part of our daily work 
and we are not afraid of taking up to everyday chal-
lenges. During its existence the company has got the 
experience in the field of products manufacturing in 
compliance with world standards of quality as well as in 
the field of sales of product to the customers, including 
the biggest industrial companies. the professional and 
motivated team, the use of experience and constant 

education allows the company to improve the quality of 
the customer service and develop quickly. Every sec-
ond of the manufacturing process – starting from the 
delivery of raw materials and finishing with container 
shipping – is accompanied by a certain engineering 
solution or a technological process, and every part of 
such solution or process lies within the implementation 
of new technologies making this process and solution 
simpler, increasing its quality and reliability.

study and analysis  
of technologies is a part  
of our daily work”

Our technologies 
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We always try to make a step forward. Opening new 
markets, studies of new production businesses, meeting 
new potential customers – all these processes are global 
and multi-sided for us. Furthermore, these processes are 
accompanied by cultural diversity, different time zones, 
and differences in legislation, traditions and regulations 
of certain countries. however, our task is to be acces-

sible to our customers at any time whenever it might 
be necessary. in order to accomplish such a task suc-
cessfully, our partners and representative offices work 
in Poland, Germany, Great Britain, France, Belgium, the 
Netherlands, and China. we assure permanent commu-
nication, information exchange, and guarantee commu-
nication with the client.

it is important for us  
to be accessible to our 
customer at any time”

EuroPack worldwide 
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Over the course of the history wood has been the 
most popular building material. it is not only because we 
have gotten used to working with it, but also because 
while working with wood we feel somehow connected to 
nature. Centuries have passed, and technologies have 
made a great progress, but nowadays wood still remains 
popular.

it is difficult to find a more pollution free and natural raw 
material than the wood. Besides, the authenticity of the 
product, its irreplaceability in many industries and sectors 
of economic activity is also very important. the texture of 
the wood and its qualities give possibility to perform dif-
ferent actions with it. Pallet, parquet, a wooden house, a 
school desk or a crib, and finally a pencil and chopsticks 
are the products that surround us in our everyday life, be-
ing its integral part.

And of course, it is the character of the wood! it is not 
simply “soft” or “hard” wood; it is a product that has its 
looks, history, manners and preferences.

Perfect solution  
for any environment”

Made  
of wood
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what does corporate social responsibility mean to us? 
what benefit does it bring? where do we see ourselves 
within the meaning of this notion? we do not stop asking 
these questions every day. And every single day we an-
swer that corporate social responsibility is an integral part 
of our existence, a style of our thinking, a part of our mis-
sion and one of our goals. 

we realize that everything we do must be driven for the 
result of a long-term effect, even in a long perspective. 
we understand that the complex of our actions which we 
put into the meaning of corporate social responsibility 
must bring and will definitely bring invaluable support to 
every cell of our society, to each person, to each com-
pany, and to each country. 

what CsR principles do we have? we have three principles: 

А – TrAnsPArEncy. 
Everything we do is open to the society and surrounding 
world. Acting responsibly, we are ready to disclose our 
opinion and program of actions.
  
B – cOnsIsTEncy.
we work for the long perspective. we do understand that 
our activities have to result in a strong and reliable basis for 
our successors.
 
c – sIGnIFIcAncE. 
Every our step within of our CsR strategy bears only one 
aim: it is the result. when we talk about our CsR, we mean 
tom Peters’ words: “under promise. Over deliver”. And we 
follow this principle. 

Our company is oriented  
on long-term result”

social  
Responsibility
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EuroPack offers new wooden pallets of any kinds and 
constructions, including:

• standard pallets with sizes of 800x1200 mm
• Pallets with sizes of 1000x1200 mm
• Pallets for chemical industry (CP)
• Pallets of usA and Canada standards
• Outsized pallets

we guarantee our customers particular flexibility and speed 
in production of pallets of any sizes, as a result of experi-
ence and skills of the employees and constant availability 
of raw materials.

We accomplish:

• Production of pallets according to the client’s drawings
• Production of effective construction of the pallet tak-

ing into consideration the client’s requirements
• heat treating of pallets in compliance with the stand-

ard isPM 15
• Making stamps or logos of the customer’s company
• Delivery to any corner of the world

A pallet is made of edge-surfaced timbers. the wood comes 
from optional wood species (fir tree, pine tree, aspen, and 
alder tree). the pallets undergo phytosanitary treatment.

We produce standard potato and apple containers, 
as well as other containers tailored to our customers’ 
needs. 

A vegetable container is a very practical, economical and 
reusable packaging for vegetable warehouses. A potato 
container is intended for transportation, storage, cooling, 
shipment, and vegetable recording in the vegetable ware-
houses. A potato container is a modern alternative for ex-
pensive plastic containers and containers made of metal 
lath. wooden vegetable containers are distinguished by 
higher stiffness of structure. Moreover, a wooden potato 
container is maintainable.

Vegetable and fruit containers give the possibility to fully 
mechanize the labor-intensive processes of loading and 
unloading, make the transportation conditions easier and 
better, assure excellent preservation of vegetables. it is 
explained by the fact that the use of a container helps to 
prevent the mechanic damage of bulbs during loading, un-
loading, and transportation. Considering that the container 
capacity, as a rule, is not big provided there are vents in 
its sides and the potato is of standard quality, usual natural 
ventilation allows to eliminate the excessive heat and hu-
midity produced by the bulbs being stored.

Fruit and vegetable containers can be used as storage 
tanks and as reusable packaging. For example, the bulbs 
delivered in potato containers are unloaded to the ware-
house equipped with active ventilation, and potato contain-
ers are sent to the households for repeated loading, further 
transportation, and storage. this permits to use the con-
tainers’ possibilities as reusable packaging, reduce capital 
expenditures for their acquisition and reduce total expens-
es for amortization and regular maintenance.

PrODUcTs  
of EuroPack 

Pallets

wooden  
containers
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round timber of coniferous and broadleaved species 
are used in different industries, in agriculture and construc-
tion. As a rule, round timber is divided into several main 
groups:

• round timber for peeling
• round timber for wood pulp production, making 

paper pulp and other kinds of products
• round timber for forest chemical treatment
• round timber re-sawing and shaping
• round timber for use in its initial form, i.e. in the round

Our company fulfills orders for delivery of round timber of 
different groups, including different sorts, namely:

1st class is used for production of wood pulp of special 
destination

2nd class is used for production of timber implied in con-
struction, and machine industry

3rd class is used in the round, and in sawed form. they 
are used in machine industry, and construction

4th class is used for special technical needs

we deliver round timber of different length and diameter 
depending on the customer’s needs.

Log is the main and the most popular round timber; it is 
used as a raw material for sawn materials of general use 
and as a raw material for special kinds of products.
  
Our company delivers:

• logs of medium diameter
• big constructional logs
• cut wood
• thin logs
• small and medium logs

Round timber

when selling timber, we make careful selection of the 
wood and analysis of the quality of the offered raw material.  
the use of modern equipment assures correct saw cut.

We offer:

• timber of different kinds of re-sawing
• Edge-surfaced timber
• One-side edge-surfaced timber
• Edge-unsurfaced timber
• Dressed timber
• standardized timber
• Construction timber
• Different kinds of sizing
• squared and non-squared timber

The catalogue of our production includes such popu-
lar and highly demanded products as:

• Edged board of coniferous and broadleaved species, 
of standard and outsized cut, of different sizes;

• unedged board of coniferous and broadleaved 
species, of standard and outsized cut, of different 
sizes;

• Profiled log of coniferous and broadleaved species, 
of standard and outsized cut, of different sizes;

• Dress board in planer, of coniferous and broadleaved 
species, of standard and outsized cut, of different 
sizes;

• Plain beams of coniferous and broadleaved species, 
of standard and outsized cut, of different sizes;

• Dry joiner’s board of different sizes
• Mounting rail, dressed and undressed, of different sizes

timber

EuroPack produces and sells finished woodwork and 
wooden fabricated parts for B2B sector. 

In our catalogue the customer can find:

• Linings
• Match board of individual sizes
• Fabricated parts for parquet production
• Fabricated parts for furniture production
• Fabricated parts for windows, doors, and stairs 

production
• Fabricated parts for base molding production
• solid boards
• Fabricated parts for production of wooden interior 

design items upon individual orders 
 
in producing finished woodwork and wooden fabricated 
parts our company performs careful selection of raw ma-
terials. Production of finished woodwork and wooden fab-
ricated parts is made in compliance with all standards and 
regulations applicable in the industry.

Finished woodwork  
and wooden fabricated parts

Woodworking products hold a considerable part in the 
catalogue of the woodworking sector company.

In our catalogue you can find:

• Round-wood or split-up assortment for producing 
cellulose and wood pulp.

• Round-wood or split-up assortment, and crushed 
wood for production of wood charcoal and forest 
chemical products

• Round-wood and split-up assortment, crushed wood, 
and bark residue for production of tanning extracts

• Round-wood or split-up assortment, and crushed 
wood for production of boards and shaped pieces on 
the wooden basis

• Chipped wood for production of cellulose, wooden 
boards, and products of forest chemical industry and 
wood-hydrolysis industry

• Round-wood or split-up assortment that can be used 
only as combustible considering their sizes and quality

• Cord wood – fire wood of less than 1 m length
• Firewood chips – chipped wood for heating energy 

production
• Cutting and clearing waste – wood waste appearing 

during the cutting of the trees, branch gathering, 
bark, fir-needles, etc.

woodworking products
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The Wood
The Art
The EuroPack!
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«Euro Pack Ukraine», LTD
01103, Ukraine, Kiev, Kikvidze str, 14-В

+380 44 223 77 77 
+380 44 583 06 19
www.europack.ua 
info@europack.ua

© 2013 – «Euro Pack Ukraine». All rights recerved. 


